
CEMETERY WORKING PARTY MEETING 

September 7th 2017 @ 9.45am 

On Site 

BURBAGE 

 

Present:   Cllrs, Mary Sherwin [Chair]: Stan Rooney, Peter Morris,  

Debbie Perry, [Principal Officer] Stuart Mottershaw 

 

Apologies: Cllr Peter Wallace 

 

Minutes approved:  July 12th 2017    

Lychgate Lane. 

 

Query: Existing double plot - request to allow another burial in this plot. Members agreed 

this is not an issue and can be authorised. 

  

Area around the car park:  This is getting full of ivy and weeds, members recommend 

to cut back/weed kill, and then remove the ivy, then grass over later, which should keep 

the maintenance down. There are tree limbs that need removing in the same area, and ivy 

climbing up again. Remove the limbs and ivy on these trees.  

 

Toilet block: Cut down the Pyracantha, that has been awaiting the nesting ending. Cut 

down the Cotoneaster bush to a 3ft height in line with the grey brick line [to be kept at 

this height and not allowed to spread] 

 

Confirmation to reduce the last remaining hedges in the Autumn by Parish staff. 

 

New Burial Areas:  After discussion regarding future planning for the new larger burial 

plots it was agreed to site this on the land opposite Bay M commencing from the pathway 

back towards the hedge.   Plots should be laid out in order for maximum use of the land  

 

Existing Areas: It has been noted that two new areas that have been started, the 

headstones are facing the wrong way i.e. the headstones cannot be read from the 

pathways, and anyone walking around, [this appears to give an impression that the Parish 

does not wish visitors to read the memorials and for whom they commemorate.] 

Investigation must take place to determine how this can be addressed in a 

satisfactory manner. 

[Many other cemeteries operate a ‘back to back’ formation which is easier to maintain, 

and also saves on land] [i.e. Hinckley and Nuneaton Cemeteries].   It has been of concern 

in recent times, of the amount of land spaced out between the plots, resulting in far more 

grass than necessary between plots, thereby increasing maintenance costs, and using up 

land far too quickly – hence the land usage already being committed over the past 20 

years.  

 

There are several infill areas of grass that could be allocated to cremation plots and 

should be considered and added to the overall plans. 



Whilst we appreciate and delight in the overall appearance of Lychgate Lane Cemetery, 

we need to be mindful of the amount of land we have left and the amount already used in 

a short period of time.   On this basis, a new forward plan is recommended to be 

discussed.  

 

St Catherine’s Churchyard., 

 

The Chairman had been approached by The Church re the overgrown triangle against the 

Church wall regarding the removal of the overgrown growth. The Chairman endorsed 

Stuart Mottershaw’s previous decision, that The Parish is not responsible for these works. 

but appreciated the difficulty. Advice has been offered, to cut down the ivy at ground 

level and allow to die back, whereby, it would then be easier to remove from the 

stonework, and reduce any damage to stone and mortar.  

Stuart will weed kill this area and Martin will, in his church role, help to cut low, the ivy. 

   

The fence is still in a poor state and it is agreed to provide the concrete posts and allow 

volunteers to re-erect the fence panels which are still useable. Debbie has contacted the  

community work liaison office and is waiting a reply. Father Andrew will ask in the 

Parish Church Magazine for volunteers.     

 

 

Meeting closed @ 11.00 am 

 


